
WM-6062-00 Triumph T-120/100  

Alloy Bikini Cowl kit, user’s manual 

 

Thank you for purchasing the TRIUMPH T120/100 Alloy Bikini Cowl kit. 

Before installing the parts, read this manual thoroughly and make sure to understand 

the critical points. 

Keep this manual for reference. 

 

Safety precautions 

To avoid causing damages and loss to user, mechanic, and other people, the manual will 

explain essential points as below. 

 

Caution 

This mark is used in situation where inappropriate usage can lead to heavy injury or 

death. 

 

Attention 

This mark is used in situation where inappropriate usage can lead to injury or 

destruction of property. 

 

Caution 

This manual is written for people with proper knowledge (service manual from 

manufacture) and skill like mechanic or someone with equivalent ability. 

If you happen to install the parts by yourself, make sure you get safety inspection at 

certified shops. 

 

Caution 

This product is for T-120/100 only, do not use this parts with other vehicles. 

Make sure the vehicle is on a flat surface, the vehicle may fall over on unstable surface. 

Use center stand or maintenance stand before working on your motorcycle. 

For removing and installing the stock parts, refer to the service manual of your 

motorcycle. 

Use torque wrench for tightening each bolts. Tighten each bolts with appropriate torque 

to avoid from parts damage. 

 

 



 

 

KIT Contents 

 Parts name Amount 

A Aluminum Cowl 1 

B Screen 1 

C Rim rubber 1 

D Lower bracket 1 

E Upper brackets RL 1set 

F Color D14xd8x14 2 

G Cap bolts M8x40 2 

H Truss bolts M5x18 9 

I Nylon washer M5 9 

J Well nuts M5 9 

 

Installation 



 

Make sure the vehicle is on a flat surface, the vehicle may fall over on unstable surface. 

Use center stand or maintenance stand before working on your motorcycle. 

 

First you do check Head lump and body center line. 

If it’s not good. Loosen screws (head lump side M8x2) and dress the ranks and fixing  

Screws again.  And make a preparation for lim rubber. 

 

Remove the Std. M8 bolts on top bridge,  

Attach the Kit color / upper bracket and M8x40 bolt to the top bridge. 

 

Attach the lower bracket on regulator with std. screws.  

And attach the well nuts to the lower bracket. 

 

Assemble a Cowl and Screen. 

And double check on dimension. Body center / Brackets / Head lump and complete Cowl. 

It is OK in this work. As an normal fastening process, fixing all screws. 

 

M8 Screw   15Nm 

M6 Screw    6Nm 

M5 Screw    4Nm 

 

After installing this product, check if all the parts are functioning correctly before 

running the vehicle. 

If any abnormalities happen while running the vehicle, immediately stop the vehicle at 

a safe spot. 
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